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Top 10 Kildeer Facts
by: Madden, 4th Grade

Earth Day

by: Laila, 4th Grade

Why We Love Kildeer

Earth day is celebrated on April 22. It has taught people everywhere
what they can do to take care of our planet, the history behind this
day, and facts you should know.

Earth day has inspired people all around the world to help the earth.
People do many things that you can do to on earth day. You can ride
your bike, plant something, and more! People can do many things but
you don’t have to do a big thing, you just have to do something that
will effect the earth in a good way.

In addition the history of earth day is an event inspired by an
environmental U.S. activist Sen Garyold Nelson from Wisconsin. He
was concerned that the environment wasn’t really important in politics,
so he made Earth day, on April 22, 1970. On that day it was
estimated 20 million people nationwide attended festivities that day.

Furthermore there a lot of facts about Earth day. Did you know on
Earth day in 2012, more than 100,000 people rode their bikes in
China. On Earth day in 2011, 28 million trees were planted in
Afghanistan. In 2016, on Earth day more than 1 billion people in
about 200 countries around the world participated in Earth day
activities.

On Earth day many people do many activities to help the earth. Earth
day has inspired people all around the world to do something great for
the environment and earth, this great day also has a history behind it,
and there are many extraordinary facts. Even if it might not be earth
day you can still do something good for the environment and earth.

Hello! Today we will be talking about 10 things you never knew about Kildeer! This list
is not ordered in any way. These are just random fun facts with detail about Kildeer
school. They might be here to just wow you or, you may learn a thing or two about
Kildeer! So let’s get to it!

10. Laptop borrowing. This is a very little known fact about Kildeer but if you go to EXL
and to the right by the tech support sign, there is a little cart with a piece of paper on it
containing laptops. With your teacher’s permission of course you can go down and
borrow one! You must write your name and your teachers name on the paper and you
can’t just borrow one for no special reason, but they are very handy to have!

9. Mini recording studios. These black soundproof boxes are in your classrooms and
are very helpful while recording videos! They are soundproof, meaning no sound from
the outside can disturb your recording and your recording sound can’t disturb the
outside! To use them you put your iPad inside of the box and talk into the iPad and
viola! A perfect recording thanks to these helpful little boxes!

8. Book holding. When someone else has a book that you want from the library, you
can put it on hold. You tell them your name and they will notify you once someone has
returned the book! It is very helpful for if you really want a certain book but someone
else has it at the time. And, no one can take it within 2 days of them notifying you. If
you don’t claim it by then, it is up for grabs though.

7. Tech support. If something is wrong with your iPad or there is issues with anything
tech related, you can ask your teacher to go to tech support. There is a sign pointing to
it in the library, you can’t miss it. There they will do their best to fix your iPad or tech
related item and make it as good as new! (You can’t bring your home iPad or computer
and get it fixed here, this isn’t an Apple store).

6. Print Graveyard. In the library, there are two bulletin boards with a printer in front
of them. On those bulletin boards lies the print graveyard. Whenever someone prints
something but forgets to claim it, it stays in the print graveyard. Things have been
there for years at a time. It is quite funny to see the dates on some of them. This part
of Kildeer does not have much use, it just is a pretty fun fact.

5. Library Book count. This is another fun fact but there are over 10,000 books in our
school library. That is more books than humans have bones! And these books all
vary in genre and age level so anyone can find the perfect book!

4. Playaways. Playaways are little MP3 looking devices that you can find in the
library. These little things come with books and the MP3 has an audio recording of
the book so you can listen to it while you read! They are pretty fun and can be found
in the back of the library. You need headphones as they are not included but that’s
it! Everything else is included. There are only some books that come in playaway
form but they are a pretty good selection.

3. BasementCeption. Back then, Kildeer used to have a basement within the
basement. I got this information from Mr. Pazol. The basement within the
basement used to have a shower and a sink so I think it may have been a break
room of sorts. This information may not be that useful but it is quite interesting! I
don’t think it is in use anymore but it was probably cool while it lasted!

2. Champ. This one is pretty cool, CJ was not our first mascot! Our old mascot
was a cougar named champ. When he retired, we had a huge vote for who our
next mascot should be. And the winning vote was CJ which actually stands for
Champ Junior after Champ. Champ looked like a taller, yellower and less modern
version of CJ. And finally, he actually looked like a cougar!

1. Trailers. A very long time ago, when the school was first being built and there
was not enough room for all of the teachers. In the bus parking lot before it was a
parking lot, they had several trailers that some teachers had to teach from!
Imagine having your class in a trailer. There were a few of these trailers but after
the school got an expansion, they were torn down and never to be seen again.

Thank you for reading the top ten things you never knew about Kildeer!
I hope you had a good time reading and learned a thing or two about the school!

We love Killdeer because it is a really fun school, we like the
teachers, and this school has many things that is great.
Aliya said she likes all the teachers
Alex wang says he also likes the teachers
Alex Kim says he likes the teachers and recess
Isaac says he likes the teachers
Ruqaiyah likes everything in school
Parth likes school because of math
Gabi likes school because of everything except for reading
Skylar likes school because of the art
Mason likes school because of all the teachers.

what’s your favorite color? Pink and sparkles
what’s your favorite animal? Giraffe
what’s your favorite food to eat in April? Strawberries
what’s your your favorite part of being a principal? Instead of having
1 classroom with 24 kids I get The Whole school!

Interview with Mrs. Kieser
by: Aliya, 2nd Grade

Earth Day

by: Mason, 2nd Grade
Skylar & Parth, 5th Grade
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Have you ever wondered why people play pranks on

people on April fools? Well you are about to find out!

There is no certain reason but one reason that April fools

happened was when in France they switched from one

calendar the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar.

When it was the new year people were confused and

were celebrating even though it was not. Back then they

did not have modern communications so most people

didn’t know they had switched so it happened that this

was the start of April fools. Another theory was that it

was the spring equinox when weather was very

unpredictable they were saying that Mother Nature was

trying to fool everyone. Or there was a certain kind of

festival in Rome that happens at the end of March called

the hilaria festival when people went undercover and in

disguise. This started spreading in Scotland in the 18th

century where they put kick me signs on people’s rears.

There have been some super cool pranks that have

happened on April fools. Some of them like in 1996 Taco

Bell told many people they had purchased the liberty bell

and were going to rename it the liberty Taco Bell. In

1957 the BBC reported some farmers pulling spaghetti

off of trees for a prank. Some baseball fans that read

sports illustrated were tricked into thinking a pitcher

could pitch 168 MPs. In 1989 one time a Swedish

comedy show announced that its space needle fell many

people believed it and rushed to help. These are some of

the things that led up to April fools. Have FUN!!!

April Fools Origin
by: Jinyuan, 5th Grade

1 in Easter you can hunt for eggs and count how many you

have.

2 you can get eggs and decorate them with different colors

and designs.

3 You can pet a bunny at a pet store and have it as a pet

and play with it.

How to Celebrate Easter
by: Alex, Grade 1

Easter is fun fun fun

The easter bunny will hop hop hop

I will run run run

To find Easter eggs

Easter Poem
by: Ruqaiyah, 2nd Grade

It is Easter right now and you stare at the fluffy bunny mascot

that everyone has lined up to take a photo with. Have you ever

wondered why Americans celebrate Easter. The Easter bunny for

Easter was created because in medieval times the hare was a very

popular church art that people painted in churches. Since it

breeds and has a lot of children it became very popular. Since a

legend for an Orthodox Church was that to not waste eggs you

had to boil or roast them to eat them. You may have wondered

why there are Easter egg hunts that celebrates Easter. One reason

was that German immigrants came to America and brought the

custom of Easter egg hunting to America. Here the Americans

probably combined the Easter bunny and the eggs so this was

how Easter egg hunts were made. The reason that the eggs were

dyed were because the original eggs are red to celebrate the

blood that Jesus Christ shed for Christians. Americans wanting to

make it fun for children of all religions either colored the eggs all

different colors or modern Easter eggs sometimes are chocolate

eggs wrapped up in foil. “YUM!”

History of Easter Bunny
by: Jinyuan, 5th Grade

Hi! I’m Ed, the Easter Bunny!! And I’ve got to say, Easter

Holiday is waaay better than Evil Holidays.

Wut r u doing here, skunk-butt? Uh, just look at
Easter Holiday’s dumb, and lame traditions! They don’t
even fight!! That’s why Easter Holidays is so imauture!!

But Evil Holidays does have a egg there. I don’t like to

fight! So can we end this conversation now? Chocolaty

please????

Yes No

(Circle one)

Easter Holiday vs Evil Holidays
by: Katie, Grade 3

One day It was Easter I looked all over for the Easter eggs
I couldn’t find them anywhere! Oh my oh my did he come
or not! did the Easter bunny forget me? Please come
Easter bunny please come! and the next day I found a
note on my pillow it was from the easter bunny. he said so
sorry I didn’t come I was really busy! So I came today and
you find the Easter eggs really easy and he did

An Easter Story
by: Aliya, Grade 2
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Top 3 Things to Do in Spring
by: Jingyi, 5th Grade

An acrostic poem
by: Chloe, 4th grade

InventionsMade in April
by: Dora & Raina, 4th Grade

How to make spring themed slime
by: Anjelina, 5th Grade

April Poem
by: Jennah & Saanvi 2nd Grade

Rainy Day Activities
by: Jennah, Grade 1

Easter Poem
by: Jennah & Saanvi 2nd Grade

This is a list of three things to do in the springtime!

Playing outside
Playing outside is essential for the spring because it’s just getting
warmer. In the summer, it’s really hot, and in the winter, it’s too cold.
Spring weather, on the other hand is perfect. You can play in your
backyard or anywhere else! You might also want to play with a
friend!

2. Planting a garden
Spring is the perfect time to do this. Why? Because the weather is
warm and perfect. You just have to buy some seeds, sow the soil and
nurture the plants. Best of all, you can plant anything! For example,
flowers like daffodils, zinnias, and tulips. Or fruits or vegetables like
broccoli or tomatoes. Before long, if you do it right, you’ll have a
beautiful blooming garden!

3. Go hiking
After a long winter, you can get exercise by hiking. Whether it’s at a
local forest preserve or a faraway place, hiking is always a good way
to savor the new warmth and get some exercise. Just make sure to
wear the proper attire!

There were many inventions created in April. But some of them you
may be surprised. Stick with Dora and I and we’ll tell you about
inventions made in April!

April 2, 1889 Aluminum was invented.
April 6, 1881, Roller Skates were invented! Imagine not being able to
roller skate! Yikes!
April 8, 1766, The fire escape was made! That’s pretty early for a fire
escape if you ask me.
April 12, 1988, At Harvard University, they made a new animal life
form, A genetically altered mouse. When I first saw that I thought it
was a computer mouse!
April 13, 1990, The “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” was
copyrighted©
April 16, 1867, The reputable Wright brothers created the airplane ✈ 
April 23 1985, Coca-Cola was named Coca-Cola
Thank you for reading This is Raina and Dora In 4th grade!

In April it’s so nice while

seeing rainbows all the time.

Have a lot of fun on easter!

And see the rain and sun! We

love April fools day and we

love April everyone does!!!!

1. Bake!
2. Make slime!
3. Watch TV!
4. Paint on a canvas!
5. Do you crafts!
6. Write a story!
7. Read books!
8. Play school!
9. Make videos!
10. Do pranks!
11. Go to the library!
12. Watch movies!
13. Make Art!
14. Put stickers in sticker books!
15. Open toys that you haven’t
opened before!
16. Watch videos on YouTube!
17. Eat candy!

On a rainy day the top 24 things you should do is...

18. Do you DIY crafts!
19. Play with slime!
20. Make slime look cool!
21. Set up a hair salon!
22. Draw pictures!
23. Have play dates!
24. Play with pets

Roses are red violets are blue happy easter to you!!!!

Marvelous

Super

Awesome

Polite

Really cool

Intelligent

Lucky

Spring themed slime ingredients!
1. A bowl
2. A mixing tool (spoon, fork, ect)
3. White school glue
4. Baking soda
5. Food dye (optional)
6. And contact lens solution

Spring themed slime directions!
1. Pour 1 cup of glue into the bowl
2. Add 1 tablespoon of baking soda
3. Add three drops of food dye (optional)
4. Mix well
5. Add 1 tablespoon of contact lens solution
6. Mix well
7. Continue to add 1 tablespoon of contact lens solution until the
slime forms into a nice consistency
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Today were going to tell you the top best pets for kids. Enjoy!

1.fish
Fish come in many shapes and sizes they can be a really good
pet for be beginners.

2. Cats
Cats can rotate There ears 180° degrees. They are vary silent
pets.

3. dogs
These dogs can snuggle and these are very very good pets for
beginners like kids they are very very nice and easy to train

4. Mouse
these animals are small creatures and there very easy to hang
around with and cuddle you can hold them and pet them and them
easy to train and feed.

5. bird
Many birds kept as pets including doves, parakeets, lovebirds,
enjoy living in pairs for companionships.

Hope you enjoyed!!!

best Pets
by: Lucille and Kylie, 2nd Grade

Minecraft Book Reviews
by: Caelan, 2nd Grade

Ashlyn, 5th Grade

The Construction Handbook is phenomenal, which is
why it is ranked number one on this list. The book
features incredible buildings and designs in Minecraft
by experienced builders such as FyreUK.

1) Construction

This can help someone who is new to Minecraft’s Creative Mode
and needs ideas. The pictures of the master builders’ creations
consist of unbelievable replications of real buildings. The book
also provides detailed steps on how to create awesome
creations such as ships, houses, bridges, and floating islands,
with new and interesting techniques.

2) Essential
Minecraft’s Essential Handbook gives an all around
view of Minecraft for beginners. This handbook is
probably the most useful manual, and is a must for
all players that are starting out in Minecraft. The
book teaches you how to breed animals and how to
farm, ensuring that you’ll never go hungry.

It also gives you valuable information on the controls for all
platforms. You can learn what to do and what not to do with two
players’ first-hand experiences with the game. Learn about the
creators Notch and Jeb and how Minecraft got started, with just
an idea.
3) Combat

The Combat Handbook shows different ways to be
a skilled player in Minecraft’s Survival mode. It
shows ways you can protect yourself from hostile
mobs, such as creepers, spiders, and zombies. It
gives you a full account on each mob, complete with
the amount of health points, what it drops when you

get rid of it, and the best ways to get rid of the mobs.
It also gives events of other famous players’ experiences.

It’s informative use is a strong guide for inexperienced Minecraft
combat fighters.

4) Redstone

Minecraft’s Redstone book comes in handy when
trying to protect your base. It features amazing
mechanics such as piston doors, traps, and roller
coasters. Trap your greatest enemies with
custom designs for deadly traps. See all of the

wow-worthy contraptions made by fans of the game worldwide.
Learn how to create the classic Jeb door that can be activated
by a flick of a switch, revealing a secret room or base. Discover
how to light redstone lamps with redstone torches and blocks,
giving your room a golden glow.

Save sea turtles
by: Singyee, 5th Grade

Shut up and recycle.
Turtles are pretty cute. But sea turtles are cuter! But everyday, they
are dying from pollution in the ocean. They could mistake plastic

bags and bottles for jellyfish and could get choked by other plastics.
All these plastics are garbage, thrown into the sea. But you are not
helpless. These are some ways you can help protect sea turtles.

First, you can recycle plastic you use. Almost everyday you use
plastic straws, cups, or utensils etc. if you throw these things out,

they could end up in the ocean killing turtles. But if you recycle them
instead, they will be...recycled. Even one little thing can save a

turtle’s life.

You can also recycle these things yourself. This is called reusing. If
you are done drinking a bottle of water, don’t throw the bottle away,
fill it up again and reuse it! But that is not as good for your health.

Instead, buy reusable water bottles.

Also, help Jane and I save the sea turtles by joining our “Save the
Sea Turtles campaign. Help us by:

Recycling
Reusing

Making posters/ supporting us

What do you like doing in April?
Ms. Ohnsted likes to take walks, and to celebrate
any Holidays in April for example Easter.

A Question for Miss Ohnsted
by: Mason, 2nd Grade

Parth & Skylar, 5th Grade
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Opinion: Student Conferences
Which Do You Like?

by: Jinyuan, 5th Grade
For the last month there has been a change in conferences.

The students now have to make a slide and present it by

themselves to the parents. Do you like this way or do you

not like this way? Different students have different

opinions. I think that I do not like it because the parents

only get to see the students point of view on the schoolwork

that is given. The parents do not get to see the teachers

perspective on how the student is doing in class. If the

student only posts the things that they did god in and did

not include anything bad. What will the parents learn about

how the child is doing? If I were to change something I

would still have the students do a presentations but we can

also have the teacher participate a little and afterwards

after the students presentation you can have the teacher

participate a little.

That is my opinion on the student conference. What do you

think about the conference?

Student interview

When asked to comment fellow student Manu says that he

likes the collaborative conferences suggesting no changes.

He says it is fun to interact with your parents during your

conference. Fellow student Jingyi says that she rates the

conference 75% and wants the teachers to participate a

little more and do more than observing.

In March, the week before spring break, all of the Kildeer Cougars

have been having fun roller skating! Let’s hear what some

students have to say about this unit.

Jennah, 1st grade

Q: What do you like about roller skating?

A: I like that’s it challenging

Q: Is there anything that’s hard for you?

A: For me, getting my feet of the ground is hard because the

roller skates are heavy. It’s also hard for me to balance.

Isaac, 2nd grade

Q: What do you like about roller skating?

A: It’s my favorite thing we do in gym all year long.

Q: Is there anything that’s hard for you?

A: There’s nothing hard for me in roller skating.

Julia, 3rd grade

Q: What do you like about roller skating?

A: What I like about roller skating is that it’s fun.

Q: Is there anything hard for you?

A: Nothing is hard for me in roller skating.

So now you know some students opinions on roller skating. And

who knows? Maybe their opinions will change next year.

Did you ever think that Kildeer should have more varieties of food.

Some reasons are the food isn’t always healthy, but kids at the

school like the food though it isn’t healthy.

The food isn’t always healthy because we have fried foods at lunch

and fried foods are usually high in calories and low in nutrition.

Some foods that are fried are the chicken sandwiches, the chicken

tenders and the chicken nuggets.

However there are some good things about the school food. One

thing is that kids enjoy some of the foods. One food that a lot of

kids like is cheese burgers. Most kids get very excited when it is

cheeseburger day. Another food kids like is some of the fruit that

goes with their lunch. Personally me and Isabel like the

strawberries. Those are some good things about the school food.

To conclude this, the cafeteria food can be good and bad. Kids

enjoy the food but the food is not always healthy.

Opinion: Cafeteria Food
by: Rachel & Isabel, 4th Grade

Roller Skating in P.E.
by: Caelan, 2nd Grade

* Marry a duck or kiss a moose?
* Have blue hair or purple hair?
* Have a puppy or a cat?
* Have a phone or a computer?
* Ride on a dolphin or a sea turtle?
* Read a fiction book or a nonfiction book?
* Have a wolf as a pet or a bear as a pet?
* Go to school every day or go to school for four days but for 12
hours?
* Watch Dora the explorer or Doc McStuffins?
* McDonald’s for breakfast or Burger King for breakfast?
* Swim in a pool of ants or swim in a pool of spiders?
* Have no legs or no arms?
* Smell your dad stinky socks for your rest of your life or smell
stink bugs for your rest of your life?
* Never be able to see you or never be able to smell?
* Have a mean teacher that’s a really good teacher or have a nice
teacher that is a really bad teacher?
* Live in a house with no WiFi or live in the forest with WI-FI
* Have a puppy that is really snuggly and mean to other kids or
have a cat that’s really mean to you but happy with other kids?
* Fun job but you don’t get a lot of money from it. or have a
boring job but you get tons of money from it?

Hope you enjoyed!!!

Would You Rather?
by: Lucille, Kylie 2nd Grade
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Would you Rather eat pizza or hotdog

Would you rather go to McDonald’s or Buffalo Wild Wings

Would you rather go on a bike or a scooter

Would you rather have a dog or a cat as a pet

Would you rather go to Kildeer or trip

Would you rather have a phone or a computer

Would you rather be in first grade or second grade

Would you rather go to Disney World or Disneyland

Would you rather go to music or art

Would you rather play inside or outside

Would you rather?
by: Aliya & Mason 2nd Grade

I think you should go to Massachusetts

because you can go to visit the best

university. It is Harvard University.

There is also Brown University. It is the

top University.

Top Five Places I Think You Should Go for

Summer Vacation
by: Chloe, 4th Grade

I think you should go to Canada. I think

you should go to Canada for summer

vacation because if you go to Canada

you would see the Niagara Falls. 30

million people visits in a year. It is

beautiful in the summer. It is blue and it

is water. It is a fall. A fall is water

splashing down. The falls are frozen in

the winter. The Niagara Falls is one of

the wonders of the world.

I think you should go to China because

you would see the wonders of the world

like the Great Wall of China. The Great

Wall is in Beijing, China. Most people go

to Beijing, and Shanghai because Beijing

is the capital of China. You would want

to go to go to Shanghai because it is one

of the biggest city. The Great Wall of

China is a big Wall in China. It is

13,170.696 miles long. It is the longest

wall.

I think you should go to Arizona because

you can see another wonder of the

world. It is the Grand Canyon. It is red

and brown. It is built with rocks. It is

slippery in January. So don’t go in

January. The Colorado River carved the

Grand Canyon beginning 5 million to 6

million years ago. It is very big. The

Grand Canyon is also a wonder of the

world.

I think you should go to Florida because

in Florida you get to go to Disney world.

You get to go on rides. There is roller

coasters. There are 46 rides at Disney

world. At Disney World you get to see

Disney characters like Mickey Mouse,

Minnie Mouse, Elsa, Anna, Olaf, Goofy

and many other Disney characters. You

can only see the Disney characters in

Florida because it is the original place

to go to see the Disney characters.

How old are you?
49

When is your birthday?
May 16

What special would you teach?
Music

What is your favorite color?
Blue

Who are your friends?
Everyone

How many kids do you have?
3

What kinds of recipes do you like?
Potstickers, Italian food

How many pets do you have?
2 cats

What is your favorite book?
Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli

What are your hobbies outside of school?
Technology, travel, and cooking

What is your favorite food?
Sushi

What grades have you taught?
K-5

How many people do have in your family?
5

If you could travel anywhere in the world where would it be?
Hawaii or Italy

Where are you going for spring break?
Indiana

Interview with Mr. Pazol
by: Chloe & Laila, 4th Grade

Niagra Falls

Disney World

Grand Canyon

Brown

University

The Great Wall

Harvard

University
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INTERVIEW WITH MADDEN
By: Landon, 4th Grade

Azlan, 1st Grade

To end off newspaper, let’s dive in to the start of newspaper! With
nothing less than an exclusive interview with the creator of the club,
Madden Zuccaro! Now let's get to him!

It all started off with a thought. I thought the talented writers of
Kildeer should have an opportunity to show off what they know! I
knew that this was something that needed to happen and after
some research I discovered that Kildeer had a newspaper club
before but it was understaffed so it had to close down. Then I
realized, what if I can bring this back, what if I can revive the old
myth known as newspaper club.

Then, it came to me. I had the coolest teacher ever! She would
help! I went to none other than Ms. April to seek help on my idea.
She loved the idea and relayed it to the principal. It took several
months but then on an average day during math, I heard the best
news of the year from my best friend. “It is happening!” I was
confused at first but then she elaborated, I was ecstatic! I realized
that the club was no longer just a thought. It was now a reality. And
here I am today, filling in an interview that I made possible.

Are you excited for the end of the year? Why?

Person 1: Singyee Liu
No, because I don’t have anything planned and there isn’t
anything exciting happening during the summer. And even
though we are moving up a grade to Woodlawn, I’m not really
excited because I go there every day for math.

Person 2: Jingyi Wu
Yes, because we can finally go to middle school. Going to middle
school is a new experience and I think it’s going to be exciting!

End of Year Interview
by: Jessica, 5th Grade

What’s your favorite song
PYT
What’s your favorite game
Drawful
What’s your favorite book
Frindle
Do you have any siblings
Yes 2 older brothers
What’s your favorite color
Green
What’s your culture
Jewish
What’s your favorite animal
Panda,bear
What’s your favorite type of flower
Gerber daisy
Do you speak another language if so what is it
No other language

Go Cubs Go
by: Kabir, 2nd Grade

next story do you guys know some video
games I will tell you some of my favorites
1. Super smash bros
2. starwars legos
3.mario run im done with my two story’s

Questions for Ms. April
by: Ruqaiyah, 2nd Grade

Video Games
by: Kabir, 2nd Grade

The story is fake

I went to wriggly field and the cubs were vr
cardenels the cubs scored a few home runs
after a while the game was tied 8 to 8 first a
cubs player throwed the baseball and gave the
batter three strikes it was the cubs turn to bat
when the cardenels throwed the ball the the
batter hit it and got a home run the cubs won!!!!

Paw prints interview
By: Raina & Dora, 4th Grade

Since newspaper is almost done, We thought it would be nice to interview
some kids about about Paw Prints. Enjoy!

Azlan D: 1st: “It’s good” he claims. Woooooooow. Really?

Alex K: 1st: “I think It’s fun” he says “I think it’s fun because we do stories
and stuff”

Saanvi G: 1st: “we get to write so many articles and talk to our friends on
what to do with a partner.

Rachel F: 2nd: “it’s fun” “it’s great.”

Madden:4th “I love it and I am proud of it

Laila:4th “it’s great”

Landon:4th “ it lets me write about what I want”

Jinyuan: 5th “I think it is pretty good”

Singyee: 5th “I think it is very helpful helping kids to write”

Jessica:5th “I really like it because it helps develop skills for younger
grades and gets sent out my family to see”

The New York Yankees are my favorite baseball team.because
they won the most World Series. they are in the American baseball
league and on 4-19,20,21-19.they won three games in a row. and
there doing good this year. And i hope they win the World Series.
The End

New York Yankees
by: Alex, 2nd Grade

Thank you. Goodbye!

April Comic
by: Raina & Dora, 4th Grade
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by: Aaradhya & Daanya, 3rd Grade

Plop plop plop, that is the sound of raindrops falling from the sky. I don’t
like going outside when it’s raining so I was watching a movie. The
movie was called Evil Raindrops. It’s about evil raindrops that want to
dominate the world. Right at that minute I got a text from my friend. She
said what time do you want me to come. I said 5:00 would be fine
because that was when the movie was going to end. When the movie
was over I went downstairs and I heard the doorbell ring. I open the
door and I saw my friend Alia and Sofia. We went to the basement. We
went to my game section and I found a board game that I had never
played before. When I open the board game I saw the instructions and
they were extremely odd. The first one said that you should never play
the game alone. The second one said that you should be careful what
you wish for. The third one said that you might get sucked into the
game. The fourth one said that death may be involved. Sofia said oh
my gosh that sounds so good let’s play that game. The first thing that
we had to do was we had to pick our characters names. Sofia picked
Vic short for Victoria. Alia picked Mia and I picked Sally. When we
picked our names we started to feel weird and suddenly a card
popped out. Alia picked up the card she read “now that you have
picked your characters name now you must choose what you would
like them to do what happens to them like maybe they’ll have
something to do or die and be eaten by an alligator, either way it’s up
to you.” Sofia said “I want my character to be the boss. Alia said “I
want to be the person who carries all the things just in case of an
emergency.” I said that “I want to be the girls could do all the stunts
and go over the things and be the popular girl.” Right at that minute
my mom came down with a book in her hand. We all stared at her as
she walked up to us. Our stomachs were still hurting but we did not
tell her. She said “ I thought that maybe you girls would want to hear
the weird things that happened this year.” The first thing is that there
was a flood in a barn and I was there screaming my head off. My head
actually did pop off for a little bit and the one you are seeing is a fake. I
said “ I don’t remember that.” She said she was kidding and we all took
a big breath. We asked her if she had a picture of the flood and she
said it was in the games section. She walked over there and searched
for the picture and pulled out a small piece of paper and showed it to
us. It was a little blurry but we could see it. “Well I am going to make
some chocolate chip cookies so why don’t you play your game while
your at it” my mom said. When she left there was a hug rumble and
then suddenly it said on the wall you want evil raindrops, I’ll give you
evil raindrops. We all ran upstairs but nobody was there. Soon there
was a flash of light and we got sucked into a weird jungle. We tried to
call for help but we were all alone. Then suddenly Sofia said “look at the
way we are dressed!!” I looked around and saw that we were all
dressed up like we wanted our characters to look like. Sofia had a fancy
dress with a small sweater on her and she had her hair in a bun. Alia
was wearing a black sweater and white pants with a fancy purse that
had everything in there just in case of an emergency. I had a white
shirt,leather jacket, and my pants were black ripped jeans and my hair
was down. Soon rain was pouring hard and all the animals were
heading towards us.“Ok who wished for evil raindrops.” Sofia I pointed
to Alia who was was hiding between me and Sofia. Soon it was
pouring harder than ever and the animals had sniffed Alia’s purse.
That’s when I remembered that Alia had everything in case of an
emergency. She took out a spray and sprayed on the animals and
they all ran away. Soon a colony of raindrops started to chase after
us, that’s when we ran all the way to a big giant palace made of ice.
Suddenly the raindrops took us to there master and that’s when Alia
took out a jar and captured the king raindrops and threw it at the sun.
Then all of a sudden some clouds appeared and we were sent back
home.

1. What do you like to do on spring break?

My favorite thing to do on spring break is to relax! I also love
to travel but most of all I like to spend time with my family
and friends.

2. What is your favorite place to vacation?

My favorite place to vacation is Colorado I love all the
sunshine and I especially like the mountains..

3. What is your favorite part of school?

My favorite part of school is when the kids walk in the door
first thing in the morning and they are ready to learn.

4. What is your favorite part of the teachers lounge? Ahah
ahah!!!

The secret dance room and ice cream machine!

We did not know that!!!

5. What is your favorite part of your students in your class?

My favorite part about my students is they make me smile
every day and I think I learn just as much from them as they
do from me!

MORE Questions for Ms. April!
by: Kylie & Lucille, 2nd Grade

Tri State Tornado, 1925
by: Alex, 2nd Grade

One day a boy named Adrian Dillion lived in a town called
Parrish. He lived on a farm with his parents and he also had
three other siblings. he woke up in the morning he did his chores
then he left for school he would never see his house again. 5
hours and 15 minutes later he got dismissed for the marble game
tournament. once they started to play Adrian noticed something
spinning then he told his brother tornado! He was running for his
life! Next they ran inside after the tornado.he looked at all the for
his family he found them he was so relieved.
The End
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It is a average day in your life. Suddenly, the ground
beneath you shakes. You see trees falling. The glass on
houses shatter. The ground breaks aparts. You’re in a
earthquake! Earthquakes happen every single day. Most are
not felt, though. In the United States, most earthquakes
occur in Alaska. This state has 11% of the earthquakes
worldwide, and 3 out of the 6 largest earthquakes in
recorded history were located there. Earthquakes are
formed when two parts of land push against each other.
They do this for millions of years. When they suddenly break
apart, an earthquake is created. A famous earthquake is the
San Francisco earthquake of 1906.Surprisingly, the
earthquake only resulted in doing one fourth of the total
damage. That’s because the earthquake created a giant fire.
This fire destroyed most of the city. The earthquake also
destroyed nearby towns. In conclusion, earthquakes are a
very dangerous natural disaster.

Earthquakes
by: Caelan, 2nd Grade

One day a 25 year old named Charles vansant was traveling
with his family and his dog in the summer of 1916.on July 1 from
Philadelphia to beach haven New Jersey.once they got there
Charles wanted to swim with his dog. so they went to the beach
he was about fifty yards from shore.when he heard warning calls
from the beach they said that they saw that a large fin knifing
through the water was heading toward vansant. then the shark
bit!then Charles yelled!
then a lifeguard named Alexander ott went in to save him.it was
a tough battle of tug o war.but vansant got freed.but he was
dead. a shark attack wasn’t big news. until it happened five
days later… a 27 year old named Charles bruder
Lived by Spring Lake. he worked at a hotel on the Jersey shore
at Spring Lake as a bell captain. He liked to swim in the ocean.
then one day he swam beyond his friends. when the shark bit
and the water turned red. Charles bruder was dead.that was
really big news to the public. 6 days later… in the small town of
matawan 12 year old Lester stillwell and his friends headed of
to the matawan creek. a creek that emptied out to the raritan
bay. that emptied out into the Atlantic Ocean.they jumped in the
creek.then they saw a large fin heading for Lester.then the shark
grabbed Lester on the arm and dragged him underwater. Lester
was dead.then the boys scrambled screaming a shark got
Lester! A 24 year old named Stanley fisher and his friend went
to search for Lester. on their motorboat they didn’t find him.then
Stanley jumped into the creek and found him but.then the shark
bit Stanley was dead. then everyone got scared. farther up the
creek Joseph Dunn 13 got bitten on the leg but survived. The
End

Shark Attacks of 1916
by: Alex, 2nd Grade

One winter day in 1888 in the Dakota territory in South Dakota.
an eight year old named Walter Allen.woke up did his chores and
went to school.not wearing warm coats or wool boots because
they thought it was spring.because it was so warm.but when he
got to school a kid said never trust weather on a American
prairie.then the schoolhouse shook.then they got sleds to take
people home. but then Walter had jewelry.that Meant a lot to him
so He hopped off the sled.Then he stuffed the jewelry into his
pocket .Then the n
sleds were gone. and he never caught up.then it was so cold
that he fell down.but his father Noticed that his son wasn’t
there.So he got a search party.then they want to search for
Walter.but then he had a brother so the brother went to. But then
they didn’t find him and confusion and sadness they left behind
the brother. then the Brother found walter.then he was so strong
that they brought him home then there were happy.
The End

The Children's Blizzard, 1888
by: Alex, 2nd Grade

Chicago wolfs won many times
At that moment the game was on the teams were so good
suddenly one player on the other team scored on the
Chicago wolves the other team got 1 score
And Chicago wolfs won the game they won by five scores

Chicago Wolfs
by: Charlie, 2nd Grade

San Francisco Earthquake, 1906
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Captain Underpants and the Professor's Plot
by: Alex, 1st Grade

This is our final Paw Prints for the 2018-2019

school year and we are so proud of all our

writers! We want to thank each and every one

of you for spending your Mondays with us and

for being the voice of Kildeer.

A very special thank you to Madden. You

recognized that the students of Kildeer could

have a place to voice their opinions and share

their ideas with the rest of the school. You are

the reason for the Newspaper Club. :)

Ms. April and Miss Ohnsted


